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Laplace's Functions and Spherical Harmonics.
263. In many parts of the theory of Attractions, the integrations are shortened and made more comprehensive by the use of Laplace's functions. In other parts the necessary processes could not be effected without their help. There are several treatises on these functions from which the reader may acquire a knowledge of this important branch of Pure Mathematics. The propositions however which are wanted in Attractions are not very numerous and these books contain much more than is here required. At the same time the subject of Attractions is generally approached by the student at a period of his course when he has not yet reached the proper study of these functions. For these reasons it seems proper to make a preliminary statement of a few elementary theorems which the reader acquainted with Laplace's functions may pass over.
264.   Expansion of the inverse distance.    Let P, P' be
two points, one of which will afterwards be taken as a point of the attracting mass and the other as the point at which the attraction is required. Let (#, y, z)3 (xf, y', #') be their Cartesian coordinates referred to any rectangular axes, (r, Q, <£), (r', 6', <£') their corresponding polar coordinates. Let R be the distance between the points and let p = cos POP'. We therefore have
__    __ R    V(0 - %7 + (y - VJ + (* - zj\     V>2 - 2
It will be found convenient to expand If It in a convergent series of ascending powers of either rjr' or r'/r.    Supposing first r < r', we write h = r/r'.    We then have by the binomial theorem (1 - 2pA + A2)-* = 1 + 1- (2ph - /r) + § (2ph - h*)* + . . .
Expanding these terms arid writing Px, P2, &c. for the coefficients of the several powers of h
(l-2ph+h*)-* = I + P1h + Pth* + ............ (2).
The terms containing hn are evidently the first in (2p/& — A2)n, the second in (2pA — A2)71""1, and so on. It is therefore clear that Pn is a rational integral function of p, whose hiyJiest power is pn and whose powers descend two at a time, the terms being alternately positive and negative. Thus Pn is of the form
Pn = Anp» + Anr4p»-* + ..................... (3),
where An, An-%, &c. are constants.
These constants are easily found when n is a small integer by the use of the binomial theorem in the manner shown above, thus

